
Learning to Generate Results Using 

LinkedIn for Leads

• Insert your personalized letter inside the book

• Make a statement that will be heard and remembered 

inside your company

Do you know how to use LinkedIn to 

achieve your business goals? There are 

millions of registered users on LinkedIn. 

Relatively few of them seem to have any 

real understanding of how to effectively 

use LinkedIn. With registered users on 

LinkedIn projected to grow to 70 million 

by the end of 2009, business 

professionals are searching for ways to 

leverage this new communication 

medium. Although Social Networking is 

exploding, there are very few resources 

that teach what users are craving –

solutions to increase their desired 

business success.

Chris Muccio

http://www.42rules.com/book/42-rules-to-24-hour-success-with-linkedin/

Want More Info? Contact the Author or Janae Pierre, 408-921-1568, janae.pierre@thinkaha.com

More about the Book:

'42 Rules of 24-Hour Success on LinkedIn (2nd

Edition)' is a user-friendly guidebook designed to 

help you leverage the power of LinkedIn to build 

visibility, make connections and support your 

brand. There is a theory that everyone in the world 

is connected by no more than 6 people. You know 

who you are, but who else in this socially-

networked world knows you? 

This book will help you: 

• Create a clear understanding of why you are 

using LinkedIn. 

• Learn how LinkedIn offers opportunities for the 

Job

• Seeker, the Sales Person, and everyone in 

between. 

• Leverage the most effective ways to 

communicate your brand and your value. 

• Use efficient strategies to build a high-quality 

network of connections. 

• Demonstrate your expertise using the most 

powerful tools that LinkedIn offers. 

Prices for customized (starburst and/or logo on jacket, letter 

inside) books:

 10-99* - $ 16.96/book 

 100-249* - $ 15.96/book 

 250-499** - $ 14.96/book 

 500-749** - $ 13.97/book 

 750-999 - $ 12.97/book

 1,000-4,499 - $ 11.98/book

 5,000-9,999 - $ 9.99/book

 10,000-24,999 - $ 7.99/book

 25,000-99,999 - $ 6.99/book

 100,000-999,999 - $ 4.99/book

 1,000,000+ - $ 1.99/book

eBooks:

 1-10* - $ 11.95/book 

 10-999* - $ 7.50/book 

 1,000+ ** - $ 3.50/book (in lots of 1000)

* Plus $500 customization charge 

** Plus $250 customization charge 

Note: Will add shipping (and tax in CA)

Get your own customized edition of 42 Rules 

for 24-Hour Success on LinkedIn (2
nd

Edition)!

954-294-5593

cjm13@att.net

mailto:cjm13@att.net

